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The Academy of St Cecilia
Patrons: The Most Hon. The Marquess of Londonderry

Sir Peter Maxwell Davies CBE

Vice Patrons: James Bowman CBE, Naji Hakim, 

Monica Huggett, Dame Emma Kirkby

From the Master

elcome to the 2011

edition of our journal,

Vox. I hope you find it useful

and informative and may it

find a useful place on your

coffee table! 

Our email data base has grown

significantly over the last year

with over half the membership

included. Please continue to

keep us up-to-date with your

details, especially if you move

house. We have lost a couple

of members in this way,

though they are continuing to

pay the Standing Order. We

have no way of contacting

them. Enclosed with this

edition is a CD of James Devor’s organ recital, given at last summer’s Convocation on

the stunning organ in Brentwood Cathedral, Essex.

Our Director of Communications, Alistair Dixon, has led a small working party in drawing

up a `Memorandum of Articles and Association` document for us,  complying with the

Companies Acts 1985 and 1989. This allows usas a society to become a Company Limited

W
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by Guarantee and not having a Share Capital. Once we are a legal entity as a company we

will be able to apply for charitable status. We can then receive charitable donations and

reclaim tax on donations and subscriptions. By choosing to be a company with limited

liability (by guarantee), rather than a society, we protect ourselves against liabilities towards

third parties which could, inadvertently, lead us to bankruptcy. This document has now

been submitted to the Charities Commission and we will let you know the outcome of

this application.

The Winter Convocation in St George’s Cathedral was a very successful event. We held

the Convocation in the Lady Chapel, which opens out into the main body of the Nave.

Ian Yemm, Tenor, gave a stunning recital which included a commissioned composition

by Nicholas O’Neill, our Composer in Residence, based on words by Christopher Smart.

It is a very effective piece for tenor and piano and I`m sure if you emailed him he would

send you a copy. I think it would be a really impressive piece to include in any solo recital.

The recital concluded with Purcell’s Evening Hymn. Ian took this quite slowly and his

ornamentation as a consequence was exquisite. Some of you may remember James

Bowman included it in recital a number of years ago. Both interpretations brought a tear

to my eye! Ian performed a special recital in Bristol a couple of years ago to promote our

Society. If any of you are able to do the same, please feel free to contact me directly, and

we can furnish you with back copies of Vox together with membership forms and details

for you to hand out during or after your concert or recital. Increasing our membership is

important for our future development and your contribution could be a valuable asset to

this aim.

Our website is now being looked after by Andy Davidson, an expert in ICT and a fine

musician. Over time our site will look much slicker, with application forms in PDF format

so prospective applicants can more easily complete and download our forms. The site will

be maintained by him and he will keep you up to date with the latest Academy news.

Please also note that our Summer Convocation is on 25th June 2011, again in St George’s

Cathedral, chosen because its glorious acoustic will be well-suited to the Choral Workshop

on English music we are hosting. This Workshop will be led by Jeremy Summerly, director

of the Oxford Camerata and a senior lecturer at the Royal Academy of Music in London.

Details and application form are on the website for you to download and are included in

this edition. It should be well-attended so you would be advised to apply as soon as

possible.  A new Nunc Dimittis has been commissioned from our Composer in Residence,

Nick O’Neill, which will be performed at this Choral Workshop on the 25th June 2011.
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I would like to the opportunity, in this edition of Vox, to reassure all our members The

Academy of St Cecilia is not in any way a Roman Catholic organisation. We have used

the magnificent building of St George’s RC Cathedral for a number of our Convocations

and Concerts recently. This is purely because of the reverberant acoustics this church

provides, especially for the Choral Workshop on the 25th June, and importantly, the

Cathedral authorities have not charged us for using their facilities. We have greatly

benefitted from this generous gesture.  Resources we have been able to channel elsewhere.

St George’s affords ample parking facilities, a newly refurbished Hall for our refreshments

and ‘breakout’ sessions, is very accessible for members travelling by tube and train and is

centrally located. Please do take the time to suggest other venues we could use to host

future Convocations, both in Central London and in your area. Bear in mind venues have

to be easily accessible by road and rail, have good parking, excellent refreshment facilities,

and be reasonably priced. 

There are two new Honorary Fellows profiled in this issue, Linda Nicholson and Margaret

Philips. Both are very distinguished musicians and were delighted to receive their honours.

We have also included a biography of Jeremy Summerly, who is leading the Choral

Workshop, and who is also an Honorary Fellow of the Academy.

You will also find an interesting story on the death, in suspicious circumstances, of Jean-

Marie Leclair.  

It is regrettable but alongside all of these positive developments, I must also mention that

some members are inadvertently still paying us at the old rate of two years ago, despite

reminders that the current membership subscription for November to November is £25.

Costs as ever are going up and we will therefore not in future be able to send copies of

Vox nor CDs to these members. A final reminder is being sent very shortly.

The Chapter hopes you find all the information in this edition of Vox useful and

informative, and we look forward to see you at our Summer Convocation. 

Mark Johnson

Master
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Officers of the Academy: email addresses

Master: Mark Johnson -  master@academyofsaintcecilia.com

Director of Finance: 

David Roberts - Jones  -  finance@academyofsaintcecilia.com

Director of Communications: 

Alistair Dixon - communications@academyofsaintcecilia.com

Director of Publications: 

Sebastian Budner - publications@academyofsaintcecilia.com

Secretary General: Nick Gale   - secretary@academyofsaintcecilia.com

Dean: John McIntosh OBE  - dean@academyofsaintcecilia.com

Composer in Residence: Nicholas O’Neil  -  composer@academyofsaintcecilia.com

Archivist: Graham Hawkes    - archivist@academyofsaintcecilia.com

The Chapter has pleasure in introducing the following new members to be

welcomed into the Academy of St Cecilia at our Summer Convocation at 

St George`s Cathedral. Congratulations to them on their election by the

Chapter. Our new Honorary Fellows are profiled in this edition. 

Members since the last convocation:

Honorary Fellow 

Linda Nicholson

Margaret Phillips

Fellow

Tamsyn Jenkins

Canon John Colston

Timothy Andrew Morris

Brian Sprakes

Oliver Lincoln

Douglas Tang

Ralph Tate

Mark Hayward

Associate

Jayne Wiseman

Miles Sprakes

Newly-elected members to the Academy
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Profiles of new Honorary Fellows:

Linda Nicholson 
Hon FASC – 
One of our foremost keybourd

players

Linda Nicholson is one of the foremost

keyboard players specialising in the

performance of baroque, classical and

early romantic music on instruments of

the period. She won the first two

international competitions held for the

fortepiano, namely the Concours

International du Pianoforte in Paris and the

Festival of Flanders Competition in Bruges,

and since then has performed in major

festivals and concert series throughout

Europe and the Far East. Her broad

repertoire encompasses solo works,

chamber music and concertos.

She has performed many of the Mozart

concertos with outstanding period

orchestras, for example Les Arts Florissants,

The Academy of Ancient Music, The

Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, and

the Capella Coloniensis. With the latter she

made three CDs of Mozart concertos in a

co-production between Westdeutscher

Rundfunk and Capriccio.  

Linda is a founder member of the London Fortepiano Trio, and has worked for some

twenty years with the distinguished violinist Hiro Kurosaki. Together they have recorded

the complete sonatas of both Mozart (for Westdeutscher Rundfunk/ Erato) and Beethoven

(for Westdeutscher Rundfunk/ACCENT) for violin and piano.
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Solo recordings in recent years include Scarlatti sonatas (WDR/Capriccio), Beethoven

Bagatelles and other pieces (ACCENT), and Mozart piano sonatas (ACCENT), which

won the Diapason d’Or.

In addition to her performing activities Linda frequently gives masterclasses, most

recently in Warsaw as part of the Early Music Festival in Wilanow and at the

Konservatorium in Vienna. She has been a juror for the fortepiano competition of the

Festival of Flanders for the last twelve years.  

Margaret Phillips Hon FASC – 

One of our outstanding concert organists

Margaret Phillips is among Britain’s

most outstanding concert organists and

teachers; over the past year she has

played in England, Germany,

Switzerland and Canada, and given

master classes in Switzerland and

Canada, as well as in Oxford,

Cambridge and Oundle. Volume V in

her highly acclaimed Bach series,

recorded in Holland on the Hinsz organ

in Kampen and the Schnitger organ in

Noordbroek, was released in April 2010.

Choir & Organ gave it a 5-star review,

Gramophone described it as having

‘compelling and consummate artistry’

and Organists’ Review as ‘positively

ravishing’, while The Organ ‘received [it]

with a welcome smile of sheer delight’.

More details can be found on the Discography page of her website:

www.margaretphillips.org.uk; other pages give details about her forthcoming concerts,

teaching activities as Professor of Organ at the Royal College of Music, concert reviews

and biographical information.
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he Academy is, as you know, a worldwide organisation with members on nearly every

continent. We have decided, as far as we can, to organise our Representatives in countries

rather than continents, which are huge.    To facilitate this we have appointed a number of

new members to represent the Academy all over the world.  These new officers are:

If you are a member of the Academy resident in a country not represented here, and

would like to represent our society, please contact the Master directly.

master@academyofsaintcecilia.com

World wide representation
for the Academy

T

Australia and New Zealand: Dr Michael Barkl   

michael.barkl@det.nsw.edu.au

Austria: Keith Mayler                                                                                    

mam-vienna@utanet.at

Brazil and South America: Christopher Shoebridge  

chrisshoebridge@hotmail.com

Canada: William Maddox                                                   

wcmaddox@hotmail.com

France: Professor Nick Sandon                                 

nick@nicksandon.ndo.co.uk

Germany: Dr Hans-Peter Retzmann                                                 

hpr@organo-pleno.de

Hong Kong and Pacific Asia: Professor Kevin Thompson 

dir@hkapa.edu

Norway and Scandinavia: Alistair Peters                  

alistairpeters@hotmail.com

South Africa: Dr Barry Smith                                               

alsmith@iafrica.com

United States of America: Dr Paul Ellison                          

PMEllison@aol.com
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Dr Paul Ellison
USA Representative

It is nice to hear good news about our members and officers of the

Academy. Paul Ellison has been our representative in the USA almost

since our inception over ten years ago. He has just been awarded a PhD

from Cardiff University. I think it is very appropriate to highlight Paul’s

achievement in this edition of Vox.

Paul M. Ellison is a native of Liverpool,

England, where he was born in 1956. He grew

up in Surrey, and was educated at the Royal

Academy of Music in London, studying organ

with Christopher Bowers-Broadbent and

gaining the Recital Diploma for Organ

Performance (DipRAM); London University

where he was awarded a BMus degree; Queens’

College, Cambridge; San José State University,

where he took an MA in musicology; and

Cardiff University, where he holds a PhD

degree, awarded for his thesis: “The Key to

Beethoven: Connecting Tonality and Meaning

in His Music”.

During his time in London, Paul was Assistant

Organist at St. Pancras Church near Euston

Station, and at St. Mary-at-Hill Church in the

City of London, and Director of Music and

Organist at St. Mary’s Church, The Boltons,

in London’s fashionable Chelsea. He

emigrated to the United States in August

1988, and is currently Director of Music and

Organist at the Church of the Advent of

Christ the King, San Francisco’s historic

Anglo-Catholic parish. There he directs the

professional choir, Schola Adventus, in a
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repertoire which ranges from Gregorian Chant to Messiaen and premiers of commissioned

works. He directed the first ever recording of Palestrina’s Missa Confitebor tibi on the Schola

Adventus recording Palestrina for Eight Voices, which was released in 2006. He is also High

Holiday Choir Director at Congregation Beth Am in Los Altos Hills, and a member of the

faculty at St Matthew’s Episcopal Day School, San Mateo. He has taught at San José State

University and has been Assistant and now Associate Editor of The Beethoven Journal, the

periodical of the American Beethoven Society since 2000. In July 2010, he was appointed

Editor of The Journal of the Association of Anglican Musicians.

Paul has been a lecturer in the Music Department at San Francisco State University since

2002, teaching classes in music history at both graduate and undergraduate level. He is

also a contributor of articles, program annotations and liner notes to various publications.

He recently edited Dear Max/Lieber Malcolm for Pendragon Press which was published in

July 2010. It is a record of the extensive correspondence between pianist Malcolm Frager

and conductor Max Rudolf. His first book: The Key to Beethoven: Connecting Tonality and

Meaning in His Music will be published by Pendragon Press later this year. 

Among the interesting highlights of his career Paul has performed for HRH The Prince

Charles at Trinity College, Cambridge, directed the music at the weddings of actor Julian

Sands and director Michael Attenborough and funerals of actor Leonard Rossiter and the

Marquesa de Casa Maury (Freda Dudley Ward, romantically associated with King Edward

VIII).
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The riddle of 

the fiddler’s death
By Simon Silas Lower 

thin grey mist hung in the air. The dank stench of the nearby brook struck Bourgeois’

nostrils, as it did every morning when he closed his gate and turned right along his

garden wall into the Rue de Carême-Prenant. His morning routine was unchanging,

regular as clockwork. It was a chill autumn morning. Winter’s coming early this year,

thought Bourgeois as he came to his neighbour’s gate.

He noticed dully that the gate

was ajar. His usually fastidious

neighbour must have forgotten

to secure it the previous night.

This was uncharacteristic but it

would take more than an open

gate to come between Louis

Bourgeois and his breakfast and

he walked steadily on to the

small baker’s shop where he had

taken his bread and coffee for

more than twenty years.

Refreshed and awoken by his

modest meal, he began his

journey home to make ready for

work. True to his habit, he took

a rather longer route to aid

digestion. People were beginning

to stir, going about their

business. Bourgeois exchanged

greetings with acquaintances,

A
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including that shifty rogue Jacques Paysant who looked after his neighbour’s garden. He

could never understand why M Leclair employed someone like Paysant as his gardener

when he had a proper gardener, himself, living right next door.

“You’d best make haste,” he said. “M Leclair’s left his gate open last night. Better

see that all’s well.”

Bourgeois was the heating water for his morning shave a few minutes later when

he was interrupted by an insistent knocking on his door.

“In the name of God, who’s that at this time in the morning?” he grumbled.

He opened the door to find a distraught Paysant.

“M Bourgeois, M Bourgeois, I fear there’s something terribly wrong. M Leclair’s

house door is open and his hat and wig are on the ground in the garden …

“I can see his legs … ”

Bourgeois took a sharp intake of breath. “Best take a look,” he said with a

confidence he did not feel. “Better call some neighbours.”

Cautiously, the anxious little party entered the garden. The hat and wig were plain to see.

They pushed the door fully open. M Leclair lay on his back, his head, turned sideways,

against the door to the cellar, his legs across the staircase. Three large patches of blood

stained his shirt and waistcoat. His open sightless eyes stared across the floor. He was

plainly dead.

*****

Inspector Receveur was a great believer in gossip. His ability to pass unnoticed in a crowd

was a considerable Hubert Receveur, short and slight, an anonymous-looking man but,

nevertheless, an inspector of police, surveyed the top of the large table in his cramped

office. It was, as usual, strewn with innumerable papers arranged in overlapping piles. In

front of him was his day sheet: Tuesday, 23rd October 1764. As if he had not already

sufficient to do, he had been given this new case.

However, the case presented some interesting aspects. Not every day was a distinguished

violinist murdered in his own home. And why was the distinguished violinist living alone

in so shabby a quarter of Paris?

He and his assistant, Trenet, had been to the scene of the crime. They had spoken to the

neighbours. The surgeon’s report was on his desk. Jean-Marie Leclair, aged sixty-seven,
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had been stabbed three times in the chest and stomach with a sharp, pointed implement.

His face and lower back were bruised suggesting the elderly man had put up a fight.

A macabre curiosity was the collection of things distributed around the scene. Several

leaves of blank manuscript paper had been arranged near the body and M Leclair’s hat

had been neatly placed on a book, an anthology of amusing sayings, just outside the garden

door. It was obviously deliberate, but why?

“So what was the motive?” murmured Receveur.

“Robbery?” hazarded Trenet. “His watch is missing. I wouldn’t trust that fellow

Paysant.”

“Paysant is clearly not to be trusted. His information conflicted with that of

Bourgeois and he contradicted himself several times. We will look into his past but I fancy

we’ll find no more than a small-time crook, not a murderer.

“True, the watch is missing, but nothing else is. Hardly a very efficient thief to

leave a silver snuff box in Leclair’s coat pocket and all that money upstairs. No. Let us

think who would gain from M Leclair’s death. Let us find out who disliked him, and why.”

* * * * *

Two days later, returned from the Church of St Laurent where the victim’s body had been

interred, Hubert Receveur sat down to review progress in the case. What did they actually

know? How much further forward were they?

He looked at his notes. They had been able to track M Leclair’s last movements pretty

closely until he returned to his house shortly after ten o’clock. There being no music on

Mondays at his employer’s salon, he had played billiards at Lamotte’s, a local establishment,

as was his habit. Lamotte affirmed that, a little after half past nine, M Leclair had checked

his watch and suggested a meal together at an inn. Lamotte was already engaged so M

Leclair had left alone. He had then purchased a roll on his way home – the roll had been

found in the dead man’s coat pocket – and had afterwards purchased a ball of string.

Various strangers had been spotted. A horse-drawn cart full of pottery had appeared

without its driver. A couple of soldiers had sauntered along, observed by the duty sentry.

One had suddenly hurried off leaving his friend to wait. It had started to drizzle. At about

ten a woman leaving Bourgeois’ house had noticed a large man in grey or black leaning

against the garden wall. The soldier had run back to rejoin his companion and they had

walked away. The carter had arrived seeking his cart, his horses having wandered off while

he was having a drink.
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Receveur and Trenet had been through M Leclair’s papers. There had been little to interest

them but they had come across four letters to the musician from his nephew, François-

Guillaume Vial, begging his uncle’s pardon for his various unspecified offences. Just what

were these offences, Receveur wondered.

There was also the question of the murder weapon. Rather surprisingly, two knives had

been found in M Leclair’s garden. One was a rusty old table knife too blunt to pierce a

tomato. Presumably it had been accidentally left in the garden many weeks earlier. The

other was a hunting knife which perfectly fitted the sheath attached to M Leclair’s belt

but there had been no trace of blood and the surgeon, M Charles, said the blade was far

too wide to fit the wounds. So the sharp, pointed implement was still to be found.

Then there was the gossipasset. People revealed far more than they knew as they chatted

unguardedly, unaware of his listening presence. Attending M Leclair’s funeral had been

particularly interesting.

There had been further hints of Paysant’s unreliability and possible criminal activities.

The gardener himself was a conspicuous absentee from the group of people assembled to

pay their last respects to their departed acquaintance. However, his mistress was there and

Receveur, moving silently among the people, heard her tell a friend that her Jacques had

got home at half past ten on Monday night. Paysant had told the police that he had been

indoors from half past seven. So how had he spent the evening? And Receveur overheard

another neighbour tell a friend: “M Paysant said he’d stick in a knife in my husband.”

A tall, strongly built man had complained bitterly to anyone prepared to listen that his

uncle had never wanted to do anything for the family. He was a miserable recluse; he had

deliberately stood in the way of his nephew’s career.

Sometimes silence speaks even more loudly. From the estranged Mme Leclair he had

overheard nothing. She had been completely impassive, had betrayed no emotion whatever,

other, perhaps, than a degree of distaste at being at the funeral at all. So precisely how did

relations stand between this husband and wife who had lived apart for six years yet seemed

to see each other regularly?

The riddle was becoming more confusing. That was good. Riddles became more confusing

as more clues appeared. Now it was a matter of picking out the right clues, like plucking

the ripest strawberries. 

* * * * *
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They had arrested Paysant. Receveur did not seriously believe for one moment that he was

guilty of the murder, his record had shown up some minor misdemeanours and a brief

period in prison but nothing to suggest he was a murderer. But there were advantages to

having him under arrest.

First, he was becoming a nuisance. His anxiety to clear himself was causing him to make

the wildest allegations against others, all of which had to be investigated, thereby wasting

police time and effort. He had even implicated Leclair’s employer, the Duc de Gramont,

hinting at drinking bouts at Leclair’s house at which he had himself had been included.

It was better all this was stopped. Secondly, it was just possible that, with someone under

arrest, the true murderer might give him – or her – self away.

They had visited the widow. This had at least explained the large sum of money found in

M Leclair’s commode. Mme Leclair was also her husband’s publisher; she personally

engraved the plates for his compositions. She had told them her late husband had left her

and settled in the dreary north-eastern suburb in order to concentrate more exclusively

on his composing. Over the years, she said, he had become more and more driven,

obsessed by his music.

The nephew, Vial, had been visiting Mme Leclair at the time, as, apparently, he often did.

As usual, Receveur preferred Trenet to do most of the questioning, leaving him free to

listen and watch.

“Where were you on Monday, M Vial?” enquired Trenet.

“I was in Conflans. I had business with the archbishop.”

“Ah. Remind me, please,” Receveur put in mildly, “who is the Archbishop of

Conflans?”

Vial flushed and was silent.

They had interviewed the Duc de Gramont.

“I am greatly saddened,” he had said. “He was the finest fiddler I ever heard play.

My evenings will never be the same. I wanted to him take rooms here. He could have been

in comfort, and had all the peace and quiet he could have wished for composing. I could

never understand why he lived in such a shoddy little house in such an insalubrious area.”

“You had visited M Leclair?”

The duke shrugged and hesitated. “I’ve had business in that quarter once or

twice.”

* * * * *
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The end of the day, the end of the case. Hubert Receveur and Philippe Trenet sat outside

the little café near their office where they often enjoyed a glass of wine together and

discussed the day’s work.

“So that, my dear Trenet, is that,” said Receveur. “Our superiors have spoken:

the case is to be abandoned.”

“But why? Were we not close to solving the mystery?” said Trenet.

“I think so. But you saw the letter from monsieur le duc. He did not appreciate

the suggestion, which he had learned courtesy of M Vial, that he regularly drank with a

fiddler and a gardener and lost no time in writing to complain to our revered Lieutenant

of Police, M de Sartine. They know each other, they move in the same circles. Monsieur

le duc was peeved; M de Sartine was embarrassed. End of case.”

“Who do you think was responsible?”

“Not Paysant, that’s for sure. He’s so nervous he’d never have been able to keep

quiet. Besides, his motive would have been robbery and all that money was untouched in

the commode. He may have snaffled the missing watch – who knows? – but he missed the

snuff box. 

“You remember I told you we should find out who disliked M Leclair and why?

Our friend Vial was no lover of his uncle. He scrapes a fiddle himself; his uncle was a true

master. Vial was jealous, and jealousy is a powerful motive. And M Leclair, knowing his

nephew was so inferior, was not prepared to recommend him to monsieur le duc or anyone

else come to that. So add revenge to jealousy.

“The evidence we have is not conclusive but we know these things,” Receveur

counted on his fingers. “One: Vial was certainly not at Conflans on the day of the murder.

He gave himself away in a lie when we spoke to him and the archbishop’s household

confirmed that they had never heard of him. Two: vague though the description is, Vial

perfectly fits the build of the man Bourgeois’ lady friend saw leaning against the garden

wall.”

“What about the way those things were arranged round the body?”

“Just ghoulish bravado, but pointing to Vial. The blank manuscript paper tells

us the murderer knew he was bringing his victim’s composing career to an end. The

humorous book says the murderer was having the last laugh.”

“The hat?”

“In the end, M Leclair had to take his hat off to his murderer.”

“So that’s it?”

“Not quite. You remember I also said we should see who would gain from the

death? M Leclair was not an obviously wealthy man; it seems he leaves more debts than

assets. But one person may well hope to gain in the long term from the death.”

“Who’s that?”
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“Think, my dear Trenet! Mme Leclair is the estranged wife, not the bereaved

wife. And she is also the publisher of his compositions. Do you not think there will be

renewed interest in M Leclair’s music following his death in such strange circumstances?

Perhaps even more so as the case has been closed and no one will be charged. Her

husband’s death may be just the fillip Mme Leclair’s not very successful business needs.”

“You think Vial and Mme Leclair plotted together?”

“I suspect so. You see, there is one final thing. The missing murder weapon. We

know M Leclair was not killed with his own knife; M Charles told us the blade is far too

wide. We are looking for a sharp, pointed implement. A printer’s engraving tool, perhaps?”

Simon Silas Lower 
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Featured composition:
By composer in residence Nicholas O’Neill
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Carissimi – Jephte
By Nicholas O’Neill - Composer in Residence   

lthough the name of Giacomo Carissimi

is not widely known among general

musical listeners, he nevertheless ranks as one

of the most important of mid-17th century

vocal composers, filling an important gap

between the great Claudio Monteverdi and the

composers of the mature Italian style such as

Alessandro Scarlatti.  In many respects he can

be seen as the sacred equivalent of the opera

composer Francesco Cavalli.

Although we have no firm date for the birth

of Carissimi, we can, from baptismal records,

be reasonably sure that he was born in 1605.

He died in Rome in 1674, he city where he

spent his adult life..  While still in his early

twenties, in 1629, he was appointed as maestro at the German College in Rome, remaining

in this position until his death, turning down many other opportunities, most notably the

chance to succeed Monteverdi as the director of music at St. Mark’s in Venice.  It appears

that he was reasonably happy in Rome and relatively unambitious, although he still had

to deal with the kinds of frustrations which would later vex composers such as Bach,

regarding the number and quality of his musicians.

The gradual move away from complex polyphony towards an emphasis on recitative and

homophonic writing had become apparent in Rome by the time Carissimi was at the

German College, although in this case it was less for aesthetic reasons than for purely

practical ones.  Often there simply were not enough well trained singers to perform this

complex music, so the inner parts was replaced and simplified, usually by instrumentalists,

resulting, via another route, in the leaner melodic textures proposed by the likes of

Vincenzo Galilei.  Carissimi thus found himself historically in a position to take advantage

A
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of the possibilities of recitative and arioso styles, developing the ideas used by Monteverdi.

Thus he takes a much more harmonic view of music than, say, Palestrina, and he is of

significant importance in the gradual move towards a codified and functional tonality as

expressed in the late Baroque period.

It is important to realise that Jephte, while based on a sacred subject, did not fulfil a

liturgical function.  It is an oratorio, a genre distinct from Handel’s later usage, so named

because these works were originally performed in prayer-halls (“oratories”) during the

Fridays of Lent as a focus for congregational devotion.  1650 is the first year in which we

can place Carissimi’s participation in these events.  He also took part in 1658, 59 and 60,

and the diarist Ruggieri states of Carissimi’s first year that:

In the Oratorio of S Marcello there was superb music in the late evening, and to honour

more worthily this event during Holy Year they arranged for some of the Sacred College of

Cardinals to preach in person on these holy Fridays which are celebrated so magnificently

in the said oratorio

Carissimi’s musical style is based firmly on the rhetorical gestures of the Baroque, most

notably repetition and transposition.  The former gives emphasis to a phrase or idea while

the latter, normally occurring by the interval of a perfect fourth or fifth, is an important

building block in traditional tonality.  What gives particular pleasure, however, is the vivid

and imaginative use of word painting (rests for sighs, triadic figures for battles, for example)

which one finds throughout Carissimi’s works, giving life to the text.  Carissimi is also

more likely to use obbligato instruments such as violins in his oratorios than in his

liturgical music, this enlivening these works with fresh textures and sonorities.

He is also particularly concerned with structure, developing the ritornello technique of

the early Italian Baroque writers into something more refined and flexible, entire oratorios

often showing real attention to the overall balance of the form.  Jephte therefore consists

of three tableaux – battle (emphasising the stile concitato), victory celebrations (arias and

choruses) and laments (extended recitatives).

No overture survives to this oratorio.  Instead we open with the narrator who, unusually,

is not confined to a single voice in this work, but instead migrates between soprano, alto

and bass, the tenor voice being reserved for Jephte himself.  The triadic writing for battle

scenes is evident immediately after the first chorus, where we hear the noise of the trumpets

and drums against each other in the soprano duet, while the following arioso section is
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full of vivid writing with bold semiquavers to illustrate the fighting itself.  Already here

there are short transposed phrases, so characteristic of Carissimi’s style, and the

establishment of G as the tonal centre, something which the composer will change with

great effect later on.  The stile concitato is to the fore in the chorus Fugite, cedite,  impii where

the percussiveness of the text is matched by the relentless rhythms of the predominantly

homophonic writing.

There is a significant change from the major to the minor mode at Et ululantes, which will

be heard again later in the work, before we hear Jephte’s daughter celebrating.  This is a

more fully developed arioso, the trademark repetitions in place, but also a suave move into

triple time as she sings of the hymns which will be offered up.  This is then repeated as a

duet, clear evidence of Carissimi’s concern with unity of structure, but also his flexibility

with regard to the ritornello.  After the hymns are sung by the chorus, however, the music

abruptly changes from the tonal centre of G major to A minor as Jephte sees his daughter

and remember the vow he has made.  Here we enter the third tableau and the emphasis

begins on extended recitative.  Chromaticism is increased, as is the use of unprepared

dissonant notes.

The daughter’s lament is extended and refined, but still divided up into three clear

sections, the ritornello immediately repeated in two voices, thus increasing the tension of

these moments while simultaneously providing a strong structural footing.  The final

chorus is a refined and developed essay in extended dissonance and tension, and was

renowned throughout Europe in its day.  It provides a fitting and moving conclusion to

the work, and, in Carissimi’s day, made audience members weep.

Unfortunately Carissimi’s reputation has suffered precisely because of his fame during his

lifetime.  In the mid-1600s composers gave very little thought to the longevity of their

works, most being written for a single performance and transmitted only in few hand-

written copies.  The German College was protective of its employee’s compositions, and

thus held them within its library – unfortunately most have been lost, believed destroyed

by fire, and thus there is significant doubt over the authorship of many of Carissimi’s

“compositions”, and they have had to be reconstructed from secondary and often very

unreliable sources.  Jephte’s final chorus, for example, exists in substantially different

versions, one of which is clearly subject to interpolations from a foreign hand.  Even within

his lifetime, however, this work was known and valued across Europe, as can be seen from

the sheer number of secondary sources, from one in the hand of Marc-Antoine

Charpentier, Carissimi’s pupil, to those destroyed in Hamburg in World War II.
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Perhaps the most significant tributes to Carissimi come from the Jesuit writer Athanasius

Kircher, who wrote in 1650 that

The most excellent Iacomo Carissimi…outshines others in originality and in ease of 

compositional style, moving the spirits of the listeners into many moods; for his compositions

are full of life and a vivacity of spirit,

and from Handel who, obliquely, pays tribute to Jephte in the chorus Hear Jacob’s God from

Samson.  Although reworked, it is clear that this is music “borrowed” from Carissimi.

Whether Handel knew Carissimi’s music from his time in Rome or came to know it in

London through manuscript copies here is unclear.  What is without doubt is that he

found Jephte of high enough quality to recast it for his own purposes.

Although Jephte is deservedly the most well known of Carissimi’s oratorios, the others are

also worthy of investigation.  Jonas, for example, tells the story of Jonah being thrown

overboard, a particularly memorable phrase depicting him being swallowed by the whale.

Judicium Salamonis tells of the judgement of Solomon, while Judicium extremum has one of

the most surprising endings of the period, depicting the collapse of the engine of the

world.  An enterprising listener should listen to these works with the text at hand, for with

a composer as descriptive as Carissimi, it is only through an understanding of the words

that the music reveals its true refinement.
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Academy Convocations
R e c i t a l  n o t e s  a n d  r e c o r d i n g

Convocation and Concert June 2010

Brentwood Cathedral Organ Recital by

James Devor – programme notes fo r

the enc losed CD (t rack l is t inside

back cover)

The problem of taste – particularly when it

comes to the liturgy – is both a thorny one,

and an ancient one.  The music scene of

Paris in the early years of the twentieth

century was one of decadence and youthful

experimentation.  The concert halls and

salons were saturated with the sounds of

such up-and-coming artists as Debussy,

Ravel, Poulenc et. al.  Its churches, however,

resounded with sounds of Widor, Vierne

and Dupré, among others.  The time for

Church Music to be inspired by secular

influences and such like was past.  Saint-

Saëns’s famous retort to the priest at Le

Madeleine, who berated him for the

seriousness of his music, says it all:

‘Monsieur l’Abbé…when I hear sermons

coming from the pulpit in the style of the

dialogue at the Opéra-Comique, then I will

play music in a similar vein – but not

before.’

Despite this, the experimentalism would

gradually seep into church, through such
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figures as Jean Langlais, Olivier Messiaen and Gaston Litaize.  Roger Nichols, in The

Harlequin Years, comments on the appointment of the young Messiaen to the coveted

position of titulaire at La Trinité.  He states that it was ‘generally held that the appointment

of the 22-year-old Olivier Messiaen as titulaire of La Trinité in 1931 was a brave one.  But

even he, with an outstanding Conservatoire career behind him, had to steer a course

between progressives and conservatives.’  So, to what do we owe the longevity of Messiaen’s

music, and the unparalleled position it enjoys in the canon of religious music today?  What

makes his music to some degree unique is its simple earnestness and especial devotional

character.  Messiaen’s music – soft or loud, from his early period or his even-more-

dissonant later period – has a certain naiveté which endears it to even the most conservative

of music-lovers.  It is Catholic music – with a capital ‘c’.

Messiaen was a devout Roman Catholic.  He wrote very little liturgical music for choirs

(the sublime O sacrum convivium being a happy exception) as he believed that Gregorian

chant was the ultimate vocal-spiritual expression.  His organ works, however, comprise a

series of ‘cycles’ which express musically the seasons, feasts and Holy Days of the Church’s

year.  Dieu parmi nous (‘God among us’) from the Christmas cycle, La Nativité du Seigneur,

is probably one of the most celebrated of Messiaen’s movements for organ.  La Nativité

was composed during the summer of 1935 and was given its premiere in February 1936.

Messiaen’s own frontispiece lays out the theological, philosophical and Mariological

background to the work: ‘L’émotion, la sincérité, d’abord… “La Nativité du Seigneur”:

c’est le sujet… Neuf pieces en tout pour honorer la maternité de la Sainte Vierge.’

(‘Emotion, sincerity, above all… “The Birth of the Lord”: it is the subject… Nine pieces in

all to honour the maternity of the Holy Virgin.’)

Of a slightly earlier work of Messiaen’s, Peter Hill and Nigel Simeon write: ‘On 22 January

1930 an event as an ‘Exercise des élèves’ by the chorus and orchestra of the [Paris]

Conservatoire included the one and only performance of an orchestral work billed as Le

Banquet céleste.  This was the piece usually described by Messiaen as Le Banquet

eucharistique.’  They go on: ‘Composed at Fuligny in 1928, Messiaen always considered the

orchestral Banquet to be something of a failure, but during the summer vacation in 1928

he had salvaged the best of it for the organ piece.’  Messiaen, himself, describes the artistic

process of creating the piece: ‘When I was in Paul Dukas’s class, I composed a work first

for orchestra, and then for organ in a second version… I was only nineteen years old…’

Messiaen’s Eucharistic meditation is a slow and sensual cloud of sound, gently punctuated

by the drop-like pedal notes which give a near counter melody to that provided by the

highest notes of the manual chords.  A footnote to the performer demands ‘staccato bref,

à la goutte d’eau’ (short staccato, like drops of water): a subtle picturing of Christ’s blood,
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present in the Sacrament of the Holy Mass.  This is Messiaen expressing with a quiet

confidence the very depths of his Catholic faith.  Musically and theologically, both Banquet

and Apparition de l’Église éternelle are pieces which, musically, fill the cavernous spaces of

the church and, spiritually, envelop the soul.  Whereas Banquet wafts through the air like

a cloud of incense, Apparition seeps through the open spaces, the incessant pedal line

growling with the particular tonal qualities called for. 

Liturgical organ improvisation finds its apotheosis in the French tradition, where brilliance

and sensitivity are almost unequalled.  The popularity of ‘French style’ improvisation has

lead to its becoming a more permanent feature of liturgical celebration outside of France;

forming a greater part of the training of conservatoire organists, also.  It seems only fitting,

then, that it should be demonstrated here in this recital, whose flavour is very much

French.  The chant Adoro Te Devote, taken from the Paris Processionale (1697), enjoys

particular popularity thanks to the translation of Jesuit priest and poet, Gerard Manley

Hopkins.  By improvising one’s own kind of composition on the chant like this,

congregations can be reminded in a different kind of participatory way of the beauty and

otherness of such chant: a standard hymn setting, played alone on the organ, hasn’t the

same atmospheric and meditative qualities as the contours and mellifluousness of chant.

The Second Vatican Council talks of the ‘inestimable value’ of the Church’s musical
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tradition, and that ‘as sacred song united to the words, it forms a necessary or integral

part of the solemn liturgy.’  Thus, when we hear the organ take up a theme which we, as

a gathered community have just sung, or that is dear to us, this improvisation becomes a

means by which the liturgy is further beautified in a way that requires a much simpler

participation: we listen and pray.

To close this recital, then, an organ work of inescapably secular nature: Gaston Litaize’s

Prélude et Danse Fuguée, written in 1964.  Litaize had been a contemporary of Olivier

Messiaen at the Paris Conservatoire and, like Messiaen enjoyed a long tenure in his own

organist’s post – at the church of Saint-François-Xavier in Paris.  Blind from infancy, he

was both alumnus and teacher of l’Institut des Jeunes Aveugles.  Litaize’s prelude and fugue

is a showman’s heaven: technically demanding (with unusual three-part pedal chords) and

glistening with a sparkly incandescence.  While the prelude is playful, the fugue builds in

complexity and dynamic until it explodes with an unashamed discordance.  Very modern,

very French – very exciting.

Notes © James Devor, 2011   

Forthcoming concerts & convocations:
Please let us know in advance by post or email, if you are attending Convocation. 

You are encouraged to bring guests if you wish, as our meetings are open to all.  

Summer Convocation 25th June 2011

Venue: St George’s RC Cathedral, Southwark

A Choral Workshop with Sarum Compline

Led  by Jeremy Summerly

Registration and coffee: 10 a.m

Convocation at 2.30pm,  tea at 2.50pm, Compline at 5pm

Profile - Jeremy Summerly Hon FASC

Director of the Oxford Camerata

Jeremy Summerly has given concert tours throughout Europe and the United States as

well as in Israel, Palestine, Japan, Indonesia, Hong Kong, South Africa, and Botswana. He

has conducted at the BBC Proms, at the Aldeburgh, Exeter, Docklands, and Kumamoto
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Festivals, and at the Tage Alter Musik in Regensburg. He has conducted world premières

of music by Sir John Tavener, Giles Swayne, Tarik O’Regan, Nico Muhly, Viktor

Ekimovsky, and Dimitri Smirnov, UK premières of music by Franco Donatoni and Maciej

Zielinski, and the London première of I am the true vine by Arvo Pärt. He founded the

Oxford Camerata in 1984, conducted Schola Cantorum of Oxford from 1990-96, was

Director of Music at Christ Church Chelsea from 1999-2002, and Artistic Director of the

Palladium Musicum Rome-Tivoli Festival in 2007; he has also acted as guest conductor for

the Rundfunkchor Berlin, The Tallis Chamber Choir, the Elysian Singers of London, and The

Cardinall’s Musick. As well as working with choirs he founded the Oxford Camerata

Instrumental Ensemble in 1992, the Royal Academy Consort in 2002, and the Oxford Camerata

Baroque Orchestra in 2007; he has also conducted the Festival Maribor Orchestra in Slovenia,

the Northern Chamber Orchestra in Manchester, the Ensemble Ste Geneviève in Paris, and the

Britten Sinfonia in Oxford. As a BBC Radio writer and presenter he has made programmes

in locations all around the UK as well as in France, Belgium, Holland, Iceland, Israel,

Palestine, and the United States, and he has contributed articles to Early Music, The Musical

Times, BBC Music Magazine, Choir & Organ, Leading Notes, and Classic CD. He has

conducted over forty recordings spanning the music of nine centuries, has edited four

volumes of medieval and Renaissance music for Faber Music, and is Sterndale-Bennett

Lecturer in Music at the Royal Academy of Music where from 1996-2007 he was Head of

Academic Studies.
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